It is well-established that (non-linguistic) categorization is driven by a functional demand of prediction. We suggest that prediction likewise may well play a role in motivating the learning of semantic generalizations about argument structure constructions. We report corpora statistics that indicate that the argument frame or construction has roughly equivalent cue validity as a predictor of overall sentence meaning as the morphological form of the verb, and has greater category validity. That is, the construction is at least as reliable and more available. Moreover, given the fact that many verbs have quite low cue validity in isolation, attention to the contribution of the construction is essential.
INTRODUCTION
As many psychologists have emphasized, human categorization is generally driven by some functional pressure, typically the need to predict or infer certain properties on the basis of perceived characteristics (Holland, Holyoak, & Thagard, 1989; Anderson, 1991; Leake & Ram, 1995; Wisniewski, 1995; Kersten & Billman, 1997; Ross & Makin, 1999; Murphy, 2002) . That is, cognitive systems do not generalize randomly or completely. Holland et al. (1989) , in their monograph on induction, emphasize that generalizations are constrained in that 'the inferences drawn by a cognitive system will tend to be...relevant to the system's goals ' (p. 5) . In the case of language, the language learner's goal is to understand and to be understood: to comprehend and produce language. There 3 is ample functional pressure to predict meaning on the basis of given lexical items and grammatical characteristics (comprehension); conversely, there is pressure to predict the choice of lexical items and grammatical characteristics given the message to be conveyed (production) . Since the sentences the child is learning to understand and produce form an open-ended set, it is not sufficient to simply memorize the sentences that have been heard. The child must necessarily generalize those patterns at least to some extent in order to understand and produce new utterances.
THE PREDICTIVE VALUE OF VERBS IN ARGUMENT STRUCTURE PATTERNS
There is a long history in the field of linguistics of considering the main verb to be the key word in a clause (Chomsky, 1965; Lakoff, 1970; Pinker, 1989; Grimshaw, 1990; Levin & Rappaport, 1995) . This has also been true in the field of language acquisition (e.g., Tomasello, 1992 Tomasello, , 2000 . A critical factor in the primacy of verbs in argument structure patterns stems from their relevant predictive value. If we compare verbs with other words (e.g., nouns), verbs are much better predictors of overall sentence meaning, where by 'overall sentence meaning' we basically intend 'who did what to whom,' a level of generalization that is uncontroversially required for adequate sentence comprehension.
Experimental evidence for the idea that verbs play a key role in semantic interpretation is provided by Healy & Miller (1970) . Healy and Miller compared the relative contribution of verbs and subject arguments to overall sentence meaning. These two candidates, verb and subject, were presumably chosen because they appear to be the best candidates for representing overall sentence meaning. The subject argument is often referred to as the 'topic' argument in a sentence or what the sentence is 'about' (Kuno, 4 1972; Reinhart, 1982; Lambrecht, 1994) . At the same time, the verb provides a great deal of information about who did what to whom. Healy and Miller constructed 25 sentences by crossing 5 subject arguments (the salesman, the writer, the critic, the student, the publisher), 5 verbs (sold, wrote, criticized, studied, published) and one patient (the book).
Participants were asked to sort the sentences into five piles according to similarity in meaning. Results showed that participants reliably sorted sentences together that had the same verb much more often than sentences that had the same subject argument. That is, for example, all five sentences with the verb criticized were categorized together much more often than five sentences with the subject the critic. Given these results, Healy and Miller concluded that the verb is the main determinant of sentence meaning.
Another source of evidence for the idea that the verb is a good predictor of sentence meaning comes from work on analogy. It has been richly documented that relational aspects of meaning are fruitful sources of analogy and similarity judgments (Gentner, 1982) . Markman and Gentner (1993) , for example, found that in making nonlinguistic similarity judgments, similarity is judged to be greater when two representations share the same relations between the entities in each representation. That is, the entities are aligned based on the structure that relates them, rather than on the basis of independent characteristics of the entities. The relevance to language is straightforward. In comparing two sentences, the main relational predicates, the verbs, are more likely to be used than the independent characteristics of the arguments (Tomasello, 2000) . Why should this be so? The purpose of analogies is generally one of drawing inferences and making predictions: what can be predicted on the basis of one situation about another situation (Gentner & Medina, 1998) . Thus it is the value of verbs 5 as good cues to sentence meaning that results in the child's early learning of verbcentered argument structure patterns ('verb islands'). This paper focuses on the question of why learners ever generalize beyond the verb to the more abstract level of argument structure constructions. The fact there exist generalizations at the relevant level of abstraction is uncontroversial, whether they be termed linking rules, event templates or argument structure constructions. We aim to demonstrate here that there is predictive value in learning such generalizations, thereby offering one type of motivation for speakers to generalize beyond the input (for other types of motivation, see, discussion in Goldberg, to appear, chapter 6).
THE VALUE OF CONSTRUCTIONS AS PREDICTORS OF SENTENCE MEANING
In the rest of the paper we demonstrate that generalizing beyond a particular verb to a more general pattern is useful in predicting overall sentence meaning, more useful in fact than knowledge of individual verbs. Bates and MacWhinney (1987) have stressed the importance of weighting different cues, dependent on how reliable and available each cue is. We hypothesize that it is the predictive value that encourages speakers to generalize beyond knowledge of specific verbs to ultimately learn the semantic side of linking generalizations, or constructional meaning.
Precedent for this idea comes from work in the non-linguistic categorization literature. Kruschke (1996) and Dennis and Kruschke (1998) discuss how learners shift attention away from less reliable (i.e., less distinctive) cues toward more reliable cues, when learning overlapping instances that belong to distinct categories. For example if two diseases share one symptom but have their own distinctive symptom, subjects will attend more to the distinctive symptoms than the shared one.
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Two construction types are focused on in this paper:
[ Table 1 here] It is clear that constructions are sometimes better predictors of overall meaning than many verbs. For example, when get appears in the VOL construction, it conveys caused motion, but when it appears in the VOO construction, it conveys transfer:
(1) a. Pat got the ball over the fence. As quantified below, get in isolation has a low CUE VALIDITY as a predictor of sentence meaning. Since most verbs appear in more than one construction with corresponding differences in interpretation, speakers would do well to learn to attend to the constructions. As an indication of the fact that the construction is at least as good a predictor of overall sentence meaning as the verb, we consider the actual predictive value of verbs vs. formal patterns in a corpus of speech to young children.
CORPUS EVIDENCE OF THE CONSTRUCTION AS A RELIABLE PREDICTOR OF OVERALL SENTENCE MEANING

Database
We examined the Bates corpus (Bates, Bretherton, & Snyder, 1988) on the Child Language Data Exchange System (CHILDES) database (MacWhinney, 1995) . This corpus contains transcripts from the Bates/Bretherton Colorado longitudinal sample of 27 middle-class children, 13 boys and 14 girls aged 1;8 and 2;4. There are transcripts for 15 minutes, equally divided into three types of mother-infant interaction: free play, reading of the book Miffy in the Snow, and snack time.
Data collection and coding
The speech of 15 mothers to their children aged 2;4 were extracted from the Bates et al. transcripts. This data was analyzed independently by two coders. A second set of 7 mothers was coded separately once in order to determine whether there was any bias in our sample of 15 mothers. Identical trends were noted in the second sample so we used the sample of 15 mothers that had been coded independently by the two coders. Word and sentence segmentation decisions were respected. All complete child and adult utterances containing a verb were included in the coding. Every utterance was coded for construction type, verb, and speaker+situation+age. After an initial sampling of sentences with overt subjects and sentences without overt subjects, we collapsed the results because the only major difference between the two sets of data was that sentences without subjects were predominantly commands. There did not seem to be any distinctions relevant to the current discussion.
Classifications were based primarily on form: categorizing an utterance as an instance of the VOO pattern required a verb and two NPs. The VOL pattern required a verb with an object NP and some type of locative phrase: a preposition phrase indicating location, a particle indicating location (e.g., down, in), a locative (there, here), or some combination. The emphasis on form in our coding scheme was intended to avoid presupposing that utterances had a particular meaning associated with them. The decision to code for locative phrases ('L's) instead of a purely syntactic category such as PPs was 8 based on the fact that ultimate linking generalizations are known to be sensitive to general semantic properties of the oblique argument such as what general type of preposition is involved. Since at least certain prepositions and locative expressions (including up, down, off, in, on and here) are often among the first words uttered (Clark, 1996) , we assume that children are able to identify phrases as locative or non-locative.
We ignored variable word orders correlated with questions, topicalizations, etc.
Questions such as What did she put in his eyes?, for example, were considered instances of the VOL pattern; these accounted for fewer than 10% of the token utterances.
Utterances considered unacceptable or ungrammatical to adults were included in the coding. We did not attempt to distinguish arguments from adjuncts because we did not want to assume the children had mastered the distinction at 2;4 years. A sample from the coded transcript is given below:
[ Table 2 here]
We reviewed all instances of the VOL and VOO constructions in the database of mothers' speech to children in the corpus.
RESULTS FOR THE VOL PATTERN
We first examined whether the formal pattern predicted the semantic caused-motion meaning. 'Cue validity' is the conditional probability that an object is in a particular category, given that it has a particular feature or cue (Murphy, 1982) . Two coders classified utterances as either entailing caused motion or not; those that we judged not to entail caused motion were separated and further analyzed as discussed below. Agreement between the two independent coders was 99% for classifying mothers' utterances as 9 instances of the VOL pattern. Agreement for classifying VOL utterances as entailing literal caused motion, metaphorical caused motion, caused location or not was 97%.
Disagreements were resolved through discussion. P(A|B) is the probability of A, given B. As detailed below, the cue validity of VOL as a predictor of 'caused-motion' meaning, or P('caused-motion' | VOL), is somewhere between .63 and .83, depending on how inclusive we take the notion of caused-motion to be, and how inclusively we define the VOL formal pattern. We found that 62% (159/ The utterances in (3) entail that the subject argument acts to keep or allow the theme argument to stay in a particular location. The subject argument is agentive and the locative phrase is predicated of the direct object argument just as in instances that entail prototypical caused motion. Many researchers have related these instances to cases of caused motion independently (e.g., Talmy, 1976; Matsumoto, 1992; Goldberg, 1995) . If we include these cases in the final tally, 71% of VOL utterances imply caused motion or caused location. Another 2% (5) of instances involve the verb want as in:
(4) Oh, you want them in a cup?
These instances convey possible future caused motion. If we include these in the tally, the percentage of instances that are related to caused motion increases to 73%. Another 5% (13) of instances involve the verbs read or say which could be argued to encode metaphorical caused motion (Reddy, 1979; Goldberg, 1995; Ackerman & Webelhuth, 1998) . Including these cases would raise the total number of VOL utterances whose meanings are related to caused motion to 78%.
Of the remaining VOL utterances, 25, or 10% involved locative adjuncts. We included these as instances of VOLs because we did not want to assume that the children had mastered the distinction between arguments and adjuncts. If we had excluded them, the total number of utterances included as VOL utterances would have been reduced from 256 to 231. The total percentage of VOL utterances that involved caused motion would be 85%. To summarize, the cue validity of the VOL pattern as a predictor of caused motion meaning is provided in Table 3 below, with a more specific breakdown given in [ Table 3 ]
[ Figure 1 here]
We then investigated the extent to which individual verbs predicted caused motion meaning. Table 4 shows our calculations of the cue validities of individual verbs that appear at least 5 times in mothers' speech in the Bates et al. (1988) corpus. Column A lists the number of utterances in which the verb's meaning as it is determined to appear most frequently in the VOL pattern, appears overall in the corpus (including appearances in the VOL pattern). Column B lists the total number of times the verb appears in the corpus. Simple cue validity was calculated by dividing column A by column B; this is recorded in Column C. It is clear from Let us examine the cue validities of a few individual verbs in a bit more detail.
114 instances involved the verb put which is a perfect predictor of the overall sentence's meaning, since its interpretation was virtually invariant in our corpus. 5 However, the next most frequent verbs in the VOL construction were do, accounting for 26 tokens, have (16 tokens), take (14 tokens), and get (14 tokens). These verbs are not reliably associated with the meaning they have in the VOL pattern insofar as each of these verbs occurs more frequently in a different construction, with a different meaning. We consider each of these in turn.
The verb do appears 26 times in the VOL construction. Twenty three of these cases were main verb uses, with a general meaning of 'to act.' Another 124 appearances 14 of do in the corpus were also main verb uses with the same meaning, for a total of 147.
However, this is out of a total number of 601 instances of do in the corpus; in the balance of these uses, do serves as an auxiliary marker indicating only aspect and/or polarity. The relevant cue validity is P(main verb use | do) = 147/601=.24. Thus do is, in and of itself, not a terribly reliable predictor of overall sentence meaning when it appears in the VOL frame.
Get appears Take appears 9 times in the VOL construction with a meaning of 'carry' (e.g., take their chairs in the house); the other 5 times it appears in the VOL construction, it has the meaning 'remove.' It occurs another 30 times in the simple transitive construction, none of which conveyed the idea of 'carrying'. For example, twenty six of these transitive uses involved simple action scenes such as take a bite/a nap/some pictures.
Thus the cue validity of take as a predictor of caused-motion meaning is P(caused-motion | take) = 9/44 = .20. Table 5 , with the breakdown given in Figure 2 .
[ Table 5 here]
[ Figure 2 here]
We then investigated the extent to which the verbs predicted overall sentence meaning. Agreement among the two coders was 97% for classifying mother's uses of verbs as predictive of overall sentence meaning (who did what to whom) (n=307).
We determined for each utterance whether the predominant meaning ('who did what to whom') conveyed by the verb's use in the VOO pattern held in each of the remaining utterances involving the same verb. For example, we decided that tell involved a speaker, a listener, and some kind of content conveyed in all uses of the VOO pattern and also in every other use in our corpus: therefore tell has a perfect cue validity of 1. On the other hand read involved a reader, a listener and some kind of content in its 3 appearances in the VOO pattern and in 11 other utterances (phrased using 'someone read something to someone'); in the remaining 10 utterances in our corpus, read did not involve a listener. Therefore the cue validity of read was determined to be:
(3+11)/24=.58. Table 6 shows our calculations of the cue validities of each of the 13 verbs that appeared in the VOO pattern in our corpus. As in Table 4 , Column A lists the number of utterances in which the verb's meaning as it is determined to appear most frequently in the VOO pattern, appears overall in the corpus (including appearances in the VOO pattern). Column B lists the number of total number of times the verb appears in the corpus. Simple cue validity is recorded in Column C and was calculated by dividing column A by column B. To determine cue validity across verbs, it is necessary to weight this number according to how often the verb occurs in the VOO pattern. We therefore multiply the cue validity obtained in Column C by the number of times the verb occurs in the VOO pattern (recorded in Column D) and divide by the number of VOO tokens in the corpus (54). Summing over the weighted cue validities in Column D provides us with the overall cue validity of .61 for verbs in the VOL pattern in our corpus.
[ Table 6 here] 
, She shouted for joy).
It is intriguing that the numbers are so close, for the weighted average cue validities for verbs .68 (VOL) and .61 (VOO). It is possible that there are stable generalizations about the overall cue validity of verbs: they may be predictive of sentence meaning roughly two thirds of the time. Calculations on other constructions and other corpora are needed to confirm this figure.
5.CATEGORY VALIDITY
We have discussed cue validity, the probability that an item belongs to a category, given that it has a particular feature: P(cat | feature), and we have found that when the category is taken to be overall sentence meaning, constructions have roughly equivalent cue validity compared with verbs. There is also a second relevant factor. CATEGORY VALIDITY is the probability that an item has a feature, given that the item belongs in the category: P(feature | cat). Thus category validity measures how common or available a feature is among members of a category. The relevant category is again, sentence meaning. In this case, we want to know how likely it is that a given verb or construction will appear, given a particular general sentence meaning.
The category validity of particular verbs as a feature of the semantic category caused motion was determined by hand-coding each utterance in a randomly selected subset of the data analyzed above for whether each of the mother's utterances expressed caused motion or not. In our sample, which involved the entire transcripts of four mother's speech, there were 47 utterances that conveyed caused motion involving 12 different verbs. There is often one verb that accounts for the lion's share of tokens of particular constructions (Goldberg, 1999; Sethuraman, 2002; Goldberg, Casenhiser, & Sethuraman, to appear) ; in particular, put accounts for many of the tokens of the caused motion construction, but since the transitive and resultative constructions can also convey caused motion (with verbs such as send, bring, carry), the category validity for even put is not particularly high; in our corpus; 29/47 expressions conveying caused motion involved the verb put, resulting in a category validity of .62. The probability that a sentence with caused motion meaning contained the verb bring was only .02, since only 2% of the utterances expressing caused motion used bring (1/47). Similarly low probability was found for another 7 verbs in the corpus (drive, make, open, ride, stack, leave, wear) . The category validity for dump was .04, stick was .06 and turn was .11.
The average category validity of all verbs that may convey caused motion is equal to 1/n, where n = the number of verbs that express caused motion, or in our sample, 1/12 = .08. Clearly as the sample size increases, the average category validity for verbs is lowered. The actual average category for verbs approaches 0, since more than a hundred different verbs can be used to convey caused motion (n > 100; average cue validity = 1/100 + < .01). Another relevant number is the MAXIMUM CATEGORY VALIDITY, since the maximum category provides an estimate of the category validity associated with the "best guess" of a relevant verb. In our sample, put had the highest category validity of .62; the other 11 verbs conveying caused motion had markedly lower category validities.
The category validity of a construction as a feature of the semantic category caused motion, is the probability that the particular construction will be involved, given the interpretation of caused-motion. There were only three constructions used to convey caused motion in our corpus (the VOL, the resultative and the transitive construction). If we make the very conservative assumption that these three constructions are independent, we find an average category validity of .33 for constructions. The average category validity for constructions may also go down as the sample size increases; but since there are less than a handful of constructions that can be used to convey caused motion, the average category would not dip below .20. The VOL pattern had the maximum category validity for constructions at .83 (39/47 utterances that expressed caused motion involved the VOL pattern). Since put is only grammatical in the VOL pattern (*She put on the 20 table; *She put the book), the probability that the category 'caused motion' is associated with the feature put is the same as the probability that the category 'caused motion' is associated with the features put and VOL:
P (put| 'caused motion') = P (put & VOL | 'caused motion').
Since hundreds of verbs in addition to put can appear in the VOL pattern with caused motion interpretation, P (put & VOL | 'caused motion' ) is necessarily less than P (VOL | 'caused motion'). Therefore, P (put | 'caused motion') < P (VOL | 'caused motion').
That is, the VOL pattern must have a higher category validity than put; it is more available as a cue to caused motion meaning. The comparison between verbs and constructions is given in Table 7 :
[ Table 7 here]
On both measures, the average category validity and the maximum category validity, the construction has a higher score than the verb. All things being equal, if two cues have roughly equal validity, the higher category validity of one cue will naturally result in a greater reliance on that cue in categorization tasks (Estes, 1986; Hintzman, 1986; Bates & MacWhinney, 1987; Nosofsky, 1988) . If we assume that the results for the constructions analyzed here are representative, it seems that constructions are better cues to sentence meaning than verbs insofar as they are as reliable (with equivalent cue validity) and more available (having higher category validity).
GENERAL DISCUSSION
Previous experimental work provides evidence consistent with the idea that constructions are at least as good predictors of overall sentence meaning as are verbs. Bencini & Goldberg (2000) compared the semantic contribution of construction with that of the morphological form of the verb, by having subjects perform a sorting task in which they were asked to classify sentences according to 'overall sentence meaning.' Subjects received 16 sentences, created by crossing four verbs (slice, throw, get, take) with four constructions (transitive, ditransitive, caused-motion and resultative). Despite a welldocumented 1-dimenstional sorting bias which would seem to favor sorts based entirely on verb forms (Medin, Wattenmaker, & Hampson, 1987) , subjects displayed an equal propensity to sort by construction as by verb. Bencini & Goldberg hypothesized that constructional sorts were able to overcome the one-dimensional sorting bias to this extent because constructions are in fact better predictors of overall sentence meaning than the morphological form of the verb. The implications for language learning are clear.
Learners would do well to learn to identify construction types, since their goal is to understand sentences.
Liang (2002) replicated Bencini and Goldberg (2000) with Chinese learners of English of varying proficiencies, finding that subjects produced relatively more construction-based sorts as their English improved. These results indicate that the ability to use language proficiently is correlated with the recognition of constructional generalizations. Kaschak and Glenberg (2000) demonstrate that subjects rely on constructional meaning when they encounter nouns used as verbs in novel ways (e.g., to crutch). In particular they show that different constructions differentially influence the interpretations of the novel verbs. For example, She crutched him the ball (ditransitive)
is interpreted to mean that she used the crutch to transfer the ball to him, perhaps using the crutch as one would a hockey stick. On the other hand, She crutched him (transitive) might be interpreted to mean that she hit him over the head with the crutch. They suggest that the constructional pattern specifies a general scene and that the 'affordances' of particular objects are used to specify the scene in detail. It cannot be the semantics of the verb that is used in comprehension because the word form is not stored as a verb but as a noun. Ahrens (1995) conducted an experiment with a novel verb form. She asked 100
native English speakers to decide what moop meant in the sentence She mooped him something. 60% of subjects responded by saying that moop meant 'give,' despite the fact that several verbs exist that have higher overall frequency than give and could be used in that frame, including take and tell. Similarly, Kako (2004) finds that subjects' semantic interpretations of constructions and their semantic interpretations of verbs that fit those constructions are highly correlated, concluding as well that syntactic frames are 'semantically potent linguistic entities.' The present paper is the first attempt that we are aware of to attempt to quantify and compare the reliability and availability of constructions and verbs as cues to sentence meaning.
A question arises as to why constructions should perform at least as well as predictors of overall sentence meaning as verbs. The answer we believe stems from the fact that in context, knowing the number and type of arguments conveys a great deal about the scene being conveyed. To the extent that verbs encode rich semantic frames that can be related to a number of different basic scenes (Goldberg, 1995) , the 23 complement configuration or construction will be as good a predictor of sentence meaning as the semantically richer, but more flexible verb.
The present study suggests an account of why children form the argument structure generalizations they do. We observe that children initially generalize at the level of specific verbs plus argument slots (Tomasello's 'verb islands') because the verb in an argument frame is the best single word predictor of overall sentence meaning. We argue further that children eventually generalize beyond specific verbs to form more abstract argument structure constructions because the argument frame or construction has roughly equivalent cue validity as a predictor of overall sentence meaning as the morphological form of the verb, and has much greater category validity. That is, the construction is at least as reliable and is more available. Moreover, given the fact that many verbs have quite low cue validity in isolation, attention to the contribution of the construction is essential. 
MAXIMUM CATEGORY VALIDITY for caused motion meaning
In sample of 47 utterances
In General:
Verb: P (put | 'caused motion') = .62
Construction: P (VOL | 'caused motion') = .83 P (put| 'caused motion') = P (put & VOL | 'caused motion') P (put & VOL | 'caused motion') < P (VOL | 'caused motion') Therefore, P (put | 'caused motion') < P (VOL | 'caused motion') 33 (Kay & Fillmore, 1999) 3 Verbs appearing in the VOL pattern less than 5 times each accounted for 56 instances. These verbs were : eat, pick, set, throw, want, clean, close, cook, dump, find, give, hold, keep, leave, let, make, move, park, pour, push, send, stack, stick, stuff, try, wake, walk, wear, wipe. 
